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Abstract: Binary code is a two level of bit sequence of 1 and 0. On the other side, Duobinary (DB) is a threelevel code of 1, 0 and -1 levels. Using duobinary transmission instead of binary transmission, it can improve the
system performance, bandwidth efficiency of output signal, average power of signal, noise and distortion ratio
of output wave shapes. Duobinary encoding and decoding are used in a significant bandwidth reduction of MAC
signals transmitted by high and medium power TV satellites and also used in fiber optic communication system.
This paperis based on the the observationof generation performance and transmission of duobinary coding and
simulation of a single channel (1550-nm) 90-km OC-192 link. In duobinary transmission, the duobinary
encoding can be implemented either with a combination of a delay-and-add operation or with a duobinary filter.
Duobinary filter reduces bandwidth , wavelength, noise and distortion and improves the eye diagram of the
output signals than the delay-and-add circuit in duobinary transmission of optical communication system. Also
in this paper circuit design, simulation and fabrication of a duobinary encoder and decoder circuit for data
communication system are presented.
Keywords: Duobinary transmission, Duobinary filter, Delay-and-add circuit, Optsim, Eye diagram.

I.

Introduction

Ideas from communication theory developed originally for microwaves and electrical signals are often
applied signals. Duobinary transmission is one such idea that was development in the early 1960’s in the context
of electrical signals and was later applied to optical signals in the late 1990’s.
As the demand for faster communication increases there has been a natural evolution towards a better
usage of channel bandwidth. In the radio and microwave domains, radios, televisions and especially cellular
phones have led to efficient usage of the scarce and precious channel spectrum, through the usage of bandwidth
efficient modulation techniques; single-side band modulation and time division multiplexing. In comparison,
Optical communications in fiber has a large usable bandwidth. In optical fiber communications, binary NRZ
modulation is still currently the most popular modulation format in optical fibers due to its simplicity of
implementation. One way of achieving a more efficient use of the channel bandwidth was through innovative
coding schemes called partial response signaling (PRS). PRS is a method of encoding or decoding a data stream
in order to decrease the amount of error from inter symbol interference (ISI). Duobinary format is a common
form of partial response signaling. A binary data stream can be encoded into a duobinary signal simply by
adding the binary data stream to a one bit delayed version of itself. The result is a three-level signal.
Lender was one of the first to publish on duobinary signaling [37-38]. He pointed out that the
advantage of using duobinary signaling in electrical lines is that a bit rate of 2B can be sustained in a channel of
single-sided bandwidth B with a reduced amount of ISI and without the need for ideal low-pass rectangular base
band filters as would be necessary to achieve the same performance using binary format.
Up until the 1990’s fiber optic communication had plenty of bandwidth. Just as had happened in the
microwave spectrum in the 1960’s bit rates and number of channels in optical fibers started to increase and fill
the 3 THz bandwidth of erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFA). Very quickly, the bandwidth of the entire
amplifier was used by densely-packed wavelength-division multiplexed (WDM) binary channels. The
bandwidth of EDFA was to increase the spectral efficiency (the bit rate divided by the used bandwidth) by using
a different modulation format. Duobinary format is the natural one improving the bandwidth efficiency since it
has a compressed spectrum and the receiver does not have a local-oscillator. In the 1997 Optical Fiber
Conference, the feasibility of over 1 bit/s Hz high spectral efficiency WDM with optical duobinary coding and
polarization interleave multiplexing was considered [39].
Besides these a more efficient use of available optical bandwidth, the recent interest in duobinary
signaling in optical fibers grew from its low stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) threshold and its narrow
spectrum. The spectral width of duobinary signals is about half of that of binary signals and since a narrower
spectrum implies a smaller dispersion power penalties. Duobinary signals help alleviate the problem of ever
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increasing modulation rates. Stimulated Brillouin backscattering (SBS) presents an upper limit to the launch
power of an NRZ signal. This upper limit is called the SBS threshold. Duobinary Signals have higher SBS
thresholds than binary signals since binary signals have a large spectral component at the carrier frequency, not
present in the duobinary power spectral density (PSD), which efficiently scatters from acoustic waves in the
fiber at high launch powers.
The rediscovery of duobinary transmission in optical fibers has prompted a deluge of research to use
this transmission format to increase capacity of fiber while still offering reasonable hardware (receiver and
transmitter) realizations. One of the first duobinary experiments (in 1994) was the propagation of a three-level
optical duobinary signal over an unrepeated 100km span of silica core fiber [8]. One year later (1995), a simple
optical modulation scheme yielding and AM-PSK duobinary optical signal using a lithium niobate Mach-Zender
modulator driven by an electrical three-level duobinary signal was proposed [40]. This scheme proved to be
advantageous over the previous three-level optical level scheme since in yielded a two-level intensity signal in
the fiber which allowed for direct detection and a better back-to- back sensitivity. In the same year a 210 km
repeater less 10 Gb/s transmission experiment through no dispersion-shifted fiber (17ps/nm/km) with a
measured bit error ratio lower the 10-12 was performed [41]. To summarize, the four attractive features of
duobinary modulation in optical fiber transmission are: (1) it has a greater spectral efficiency than binary format
due to its narrower bandwidth (2)allows tighter packing of wavelength division multiplexed channels, (3) it
suffers less from stimulated Brillouin Backscattering, the major limiting factor in repeater less transmission, and
(4) is easy to implement since the transmitter only requires modest changes from and externally modulated
binary transmission and since the receiver is a direct detection receiver, the same as for binary format.
1.2 Duobinary Transmission Based Fiber Optic Communication System
As like as other communication system, the fiber optic communication have three parts: transmitter,
channel and receiver.Block diagram of a duobinary filter based and delay-and-add technique based duobinary
fiber optic communication systems are shown in figure 1.1 and 1.2 respectively. In this case message means an
electrical or other form of signal. This message is transmitted by a transmitter and passed through the channel. It
is detected and converted to the required form by the receiver. The electrical section of the duobinary transmitter
consists of a data generator, a duobinary encoder and a low-pass filter.

Figure 1.1 General block diagram of duobinary filter in duobinary transmission system

Figure 1.2 General block diagram of Delay-and-Add operation in duobinary transmission System
For transmission experiments, the data generator is often a pseudo-random bit sequence which has
properties of random data. To the transmitting side, the main function of the precoder is to produce the errorless
duobinary signal .The encoder encoded the duobinary signal either with delay-and-add circuit or with duobinary
filter. In fiber optic communication system laser or light emitting diode are used as an optical oscillator or a
carrier signal. The purpose of low pass Bessel Thompson filter is to generate the three levels duobinary
electrical signal. Then the signal is modulated by Mach-Zender Modulator (MZM). They generate signal
frequency with sufficient power to travel long distance. The amount of power radiation is proportional to the
output current of the modulator. This modulated signal is transmitted through the proper channel means fiber
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optic cable. It may be guided or non-guided. This signal is demodulated to the receiving end, decoded and
filtered. Receiver detects, amplifies and converts the signal to proper form.
1.2.1Pseudo Random Binary Sequence (PRBS)
Pseudo-random data generator has three properties that reflect the data’s randomness [42]. Firstly, the
number of marks and spaces (or zeros and ones) in a sequence differ by at most 1. Secondly, the probability of a
continuous string of marks or spaces is inversely proportional to the length of the string. This means that among
the number of runs of marks of spaces in the pseudorandom binary sequence (PRBS), one-half the funs of each
kind are of length one, one-fourth are length two, one-eighth are length three, and so on. Finally, the
autocorrelation of the PRBS is approximately zero everywhere except at the origin. The generation of a PRBS is
implemented by using a shift register with feedback has three properties that reflect the data’s randomness [42].
1.2.2 Optical Duobinary Signal from Binary Bit
Duobinary data can be achieved from binary data by adding the binary bits and shifting the bit stream
to itself. For example, the binary bit sequence is 10110010.The shifted first bit will be 0(zero).The transfer
function of duobinary encoder is H (z) = 1 + z – 1.To the decoder side

Figure 1.3 Block diagram of converting duobinary code from binary
The inverse transfer function will be H (z) G (z) = 1 or G (z) = 1 / (1+z -1) which is described in figure
3.3. One problem in duobinary encoding is that the decoder output depends on previous bits which are solved by
using precoding technique. The transfer function of precoding is P (z) = 1 / (1 –z -1) [1].
Original Binary Sequence:
Delayed Binary Sequence:
Duobinary Sequence:
1
Duobinary in original format:

1
(0)
1

0
1
1
0

1
0
2
0

1
0
0
1 0
X
1
1
0
0 1
0
1
0
1
1
X
0 1
0 -1
0
0
X

Table 1.1 Example of converting duobinary code from binary

Figure 1.4 Block diagram of generating optical duobinary signal
From table 1.1 the duobinary code is a three level coding technique which are indicated -1, 0, 1 instead
of having levels 0, 1, 2.The upper and lower levels are differing π phase from each other. Mach zender uses the
technique of amplitude modulated phase shift keying AM-PSK duobinary modulation. The optical duobinary
signal can be achieved after modulation with the combination of duobinary-coded signal and laser by MZM [1].
1.2.3 Precoder, Duobinary Encoder and Decoder
Optical duobinary coding, is an effective method for high-speed optical transmission system to
improve the spectral efficiency and to increase the dispersion tolerance. Duobinary signals require less
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bandwidth than NRZ and permits the detection of some errors without the addition of error-checking bits. In the
decoding of the duobinary signal, it is noticed that the decoding of the present bit value depends on the correct
bit and decoding of the previous bit value.
This is a problem as decoding that errors tend to propagate [6].In that case the precoder at the
transmitter is required in order to allow easy data recovery at the receiver. Without a precoder the binary data
signal can be recovered (using the inverse functionality of the encoder) but the current data depends on the
current bit and on the previous bit. Such a recursive receiver is sensitive to detect error propagation and is
therefore not practical to ensure hundred percent error corrections [2].

Figure 1.5 Basic structure of a duobinary encoder
Up to now, almost all optical duobinary transmission experiments were performed without a precoder.
Due to the properties of the commonly used pseudo random bit sequences (PRBS). The precoder output bit
stream is identical to its time delayed input bit stream. Therefore, the functionality of the precoder can be
omitted for laboratory use but for transmitting actual data traffic with duobinary coding without a precoder is
not possible.
1.2.4Mach Zender Modulator (MZM)
The Duobinary electrical signal drives the Mach Zender Modulator (MZM) to produce optical
Duobinary signal. A Mach-Zender modulator (MZM) is capable of modulating both the amplitude and phase. A
duobinary Mach-Zender (MZ) Modulator is shown in figure 1.6. A continuous wave or pulsed light wave
generated by a laser diode is modulated by an external MZ modulator. The two arms of the MZ modulator are
driven by two electrical signals in push-pull fashion. The laser diode and the Mach-Zender (MZ) modulator
make up the optical section of the duobinary transmitter means optical duobinary signal. The Mach-Zender

Figure 1.6 Mach-Zender Modulator (MZM)
Modulator splits an incoming light signal into two waveguide branches. The two branches experience
different optical delays, depending on the voltage applied to each arm, and then recombine constructively or
destructively.
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If the electric field in the upper branch experiences a phase shift of

v1

1 

v

 (1.1)

And the electric field in the lower arm experiences a phase shift of

v2

v electric field is given by [1],
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Where, Ф0 is the phase shift, the biasing voltage. Equation (1.3) in terms of voltage yields
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Using (1.4) and the definition ΔV=V1-V2, the output power of the MZ can be expressed
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And the chirp, which is the derivative of the phase of Eout (δω=2 п dФ(t)/dt)is

 



d
(v1  v2 ) (1.6)
2v p i dt

The transmission through the MZ is sinusoidal with respect to the difference of voltages applied
through the electrodes, V1 and V2. In addition, to have a chirp less output, equation (1.6) implies V1= -V2. This
condition is the same as push-pull operation. The final step is to modulate the light with the three level
duobinary signal, which implies a three-level optical duobinary signal [1].For an AM-PSK duobinary
transmitter, the MZ modulator is biased so that when V  0 the transfer function is at a null. The delay-andadd element in figure 1.11 can be replaced by an analog low-pass filter (LPF) with a cutoff at ¼ the bit rate. This
filter will also produce a three-level signal. The electrical LPF following the delay-and-add block represents the
limited bandwidth of the driving electronics, inserted electrical filters, and electrical amplifiers. When the cutoff
of this filter is chosen correctly, the spectral narrowing of the duobinary signal is actually beneficial. The
problem with AM-PSK duobinary modulation is to generate a high-speed (>10Gbit/s) three-level electrical
signal. Each MZ modulator is rate with the voltage, V , necessary to go from maximum to minimum
transmission to the MZ. This Voltage is often higher than what can be generating with a bit error rate test set
(BERT) and necessitates the use of electrical amplifiers. Amplification of a three-level signal is especially
troublesome since amplifiers usually operate in saturation. This means that the middle-level, if not saturated
already, will probably lie asymmetrically between the upper and lower levels. In order to achieve a good optical
eye pattern, the electrical signal fed into the MZ modulator should have its middle-level located half-way
between the high and low electrical levels. Often this is very difficult to achieve. A two-level scheme would be
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much simpler to implement for this reason. In addition, modulation between a “-1” and”+1” requires a

2V

voltage swingtwice as much as what is necessary for binary modulation.
Figure 1.9 Alternating phase duobinary

Figure 1.10 Blocked phase duobinary
There are two schemes to achieve a duobinary encoding with three-level electrical signals: alternating
phase duobinary and blocked phase duobinary modulation (see figure 1.9 and 1.10). These schemes use a
differential encoder and some delay elements. Unfortunately, both alternating-phase duobinary modulation and
blocked phase duobinary modulation are not push-pull schemes, and hence the output from the MZ is chirped
when operating in NRZ mode. On the other hand, the chirping is not seen when using an RZ pulse source since
the chirping occurs at the transition edges of the electrical signals.
1.2.5.

Delay and Add Circuit and Duobinary Filter
The binary data is two level representing 0 and 1.In the figure 1.5 the binary input data Ak is precoded
to Ck but still it is a two level signal of having 0 and 1. After delay-and-add operation, the result will be a three
level signal Dk with symbols of (-1, 0, 1). Duobinary filter is an alternative method of producing encoded
duobinary signal. Duobinary filter is a 5th order Bessel filter called Thomson filter or may be electrical analog
low pass filter [8]. A low-pass filter is a filter that passes low-frequency signal but attenuate (reduces the
amplitude of) signals with frequencies higher than the cutoff frequency. It is sometimes called a high-cut filter,
or treble cut filter when used in audio applications. A low-pass filter is the opposite of a high-pass filter, and a
band-pass filter is a combination of a low-pass and a high-pass. In an electronic low-pass RC filter for voltage
signals, high frequencies contained in the input signal are attenuated but the filter has little attenuation below its
cutoff frequency which is determined by its RC time constant. Radio transmitters use low-pass filters to block
harmonic emissions which might cause interference with other communications. One simple electrical circuit
that will serve as a low-pass filter consists of a resistor in series with a load and a capacitor in parallel with the
load. The capacitor exhibits reactance and blocks low-frequency signals, causing them to go through the load
instead. At higher frequencies the reactance drops and the capacitor effectively functions as a short circuit. The
combination of resistance and capacitance gives you the time constant of the filter τ = RC. The break frequency,
also called the turnover frequency or cutoff frequency (in hertz), is determined by the time constant. One
method of encoding technique is delay-and-add operation and another is duobinary filter. However the
implementation based on the three level electrical signal generated by electrical analog low pass filter
(duobinary filter) is the most cost effective and shows the best dispersion tolerance simultaneously. The
bandwidth of an analog LPF will affect the pulse shape of the electrical signal and the driving voltage of an MZ
modulator will also change the shapes of the optical duobinary signal because of the nonlinear electrical to
optical transfer curve of an MZM. For achieving optimum performance, the bandwidth of analog low pass filter
(LPF) should be set up based on the driving circuitry’s and the modulator’s bandwidth. So duobinary filter is the
best approach for achieving encoded duobinary signal.

II.

Simulation Method

Optsim is a simulation software for fiber optic communication system [12]. With the help of optsim
software an optical fiber system can be designed with various components (such as various types of laser, fiber,
receiver, optical amplifier, repeater, coupler, filter etc) and analyzed of signal at different points and models. For
an optical fiber system the eye diagram, power spectrum, relative power, bandwidth, bit error rate, power level
of a signal can be analyzed at any point by the software with scope.
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In figure 1.11, we designed a completed duobinary fiber optic system with a single-channel (150-nm) 90-km
OC-192 link to observe the performance of transmission and generation of duobinary data. There are two
techniques to encode duobinary data in duobinary transmission system. Both systems are almost same but have
a difference to the encoded portion in the transmitting side. The duobinary transmission is implemented with
either a combination of (a) delay-and-add circuit or (b) a single electrical 5th order Bessel low pass filter called
duobinary filter. Frequency, Base band signal and wavelength spectrum measuring scopes are connected at the
transmitting and receiving side. Also eye diagram measuring scopes are connected in both sides and systems in
our simulation.

(a)
(b)
Figure 1.11 Simulated block diagram of (a) Duobinary filter (b) Delay -and –add circuit in duobinary
transmission in fiber optic communication using Optsim software

III.

Results and discussion

From these wave shapes it is defined that for encoding technique the duobinary filter is better than
delay-and-add operation in duobinary transmission system. Eye diagram of duobinary encoding for both
systems at the receiving side are shown in figure 1.12, 1.13, 1.14 and 1.15.

Figure 1.12 Eye diagram of duobinary Filter at receiver-1 scope in duobinary transmission system

Figure 1.13 Eye diagram of delay-and-add operation at receiver-3 scope in duobinary transmission
system
www.iosrjournals.org
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But in the figure 1.12 and 1.13, the wave shapes of eye diagram are given from the Scopes which are connected
at the receiver-1 and receiver-3 and eye diagram of figure 3.14 and 3.15 are connected at the receiver-2 and
receiver-4 of the system. From our simulation figure 1.12 &1.14 represents eye diagram of duobinary filter
and figure 1.13 &1.15 are delay-and-add operation. Both of these two methods are used for encoding of
duobinary data. But among these two methods duobinary filter is the best. Both the eye diagram of figure 1.12
&1.13 represent 2x10-10s time to horizontal axis and 2x10-5 volt to vertical axis.

Figure 1.14 Eye diagram of duobinary filter at receiver-2 scope in duobinary transmission system

Figure 1.15 Eye diagram of delay-and-add Operation at receiver-2 scope in duobinary transmission
system

Figure 1.16 Frequency oscillation of base band signal of duobinary filter in duobinary transmission
system
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Figure 1.17 Frequency oscillation of base band signal of delay-and-add circuit in duobinary transmission
system
Also figure 1.14 &1.15 represent 2x10-10s time to horizontal axis and 0.003 volt to vertical axis.
Comparing the eye diagram of figure 1.12 and 1.13 we can observe that the eye opening for the duobinary filter
is higher than the delay-and-add operation. Also Peak distortion, noise margin and sensitivity of timing error of
duobinary filter are higher than delay-and-add circuit. Again the same type of observation comes from figure
1.14 &1.15 is that opening space of eye diagram of duobinary filter is big and better than delay-and-add
operation. Frequency oscillation of encoded duobinary base band signal for both the systems are shown is
figure 1.16 &1.17 by the scope SpecPlt_2 which is connected to ElecFilt_2 (low pass filter) just before
modulation. From these two figures it is observed that the oscillation of base band signal of delay-and-add
circuit is higher than duobinary filter. So in this respect duobinary filter is better.

Figure 1.18 Wave length of duobinary filter at specplt_8 scope in duobinary transmission system

Figure 1.19 Wave length of delay-and-add operation at specplt_8 scope in duobinary transmission system
Figure1.18 &1.19represent the wavelength of duobinary filter and delay-and-add operation of
duobinary encoded system respectively. Wavelength is dependent on bandwidth. Frequency is inversely
proportional to wavelength. In duobinary filter encoding technique from figure 3.18, we observed wave length
of the optical duobinary signal is 1545.0 nanometer to 1545.6 nanometer (i.e. Bandwidth: 0.6 nanometer) on
horizontal axis and output power is -141.721 DBm. On the other hand from figure 3.19 the wave length of the
www.iosrjournals.org
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delay-and-add circuit of optical duobinary signal is 1544.1 nanometer to 1546.6 nanometer (i.e. Bandwidth: 2.5
nanometer) on vertical axis and output power is -285.293 DBm. So it is clear that the wave length and
bandwidth of the duobinary filter is less and the output power is higher than delay-and-add circuit in duobinary
transmission system

IV.

Conclusion

In this research Optsim software is used for simulation. The bandwidth, wavelength, noise margin and
oscillation of the encoding technique are observed. Duobinary transmission can be done by either with
duobinary filter or with delay-and-add circuit operation. Among these two technique duobinary filter having less
wavelength, noise margin and oscillation than delay-and-add operation. For this reason the duobinary filter
based duobinary transmission system has low cost for the fiber optic communication system due to reduction of
the band width, wavelength and noise margin. So duobinary filter is better than delay-and-add circuit for
duobinary transmission system in optical fiber communication system.
The optical fiber technology which is used in Bangladesh presently is phase system digital hierarchy
(PHD). PHD has lass speed in data transmission compare to others. Now a days synchronous digital hierarchy
(SDH) technology is used which has a speed of 64 STM. 1 synchronous transfer module (STM) = 155 Mbps. So
calculated speed for 1 SDH = (64.155) Mbps = 9.92 Gbps. Currently dense wavelength division multiplexing
(DWDM) technique of fiber optic combination is installing in Bangladesh under Grameen phone mobile
communication. DWDM has the speed of 80 SDH = (80.9.92) Gbps = 793.6 Gbps. So the researches can design
the optimal bandwidth of an electrical low pass filter (Duobinary Filter) for the conventional Bangladeshi fiber
0ptic communication system (DWDM) with the speed 793.6 Gbps as future work.
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